The second most popular segment at 46%. The fire/intrusion/systems sector is subject to numerous legal regulations that are constantly evolving. In this area, exhibitors present products and services that are optimally adapted to the applicable regulations – e.g. mobile fire extinguishing technology, fire alarm systems or property protection systems. Become part of this area and present your innovative products and services to knowledgeable visitors from all over the world in halls 6 and 7.

Secure yourself a stand at security essen 2020 now.

PROGRAMME
- Security Experts Forum
- Cooperation with Haus der Technik (training courses and supporting programme)

VISITOR PROFILE 2018*

- **63%** German
- **37%** Foreign

**TOP 5 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES**
- Netherlands: 16%
- Belgium: 6%
- Austria: 6%
- Italy: 5%
- Czechia: 5%

**SELECTION OF BUSINESS SECTORS**
- Industry: 14.3%
- Wholesale and retail trade: 11.9%
- Electrotechnology: 10.9%
- Installation firms: 10.5%
- Police, fire brigade, public authorities, regional/national government, municipalities: 7.8%

16,820 visitors (46%) were interested in the fire/intrusion/systems area

25.6% of the visitors placed orders during the fair run

40% of the orders were connected to the fire/intrusion/systems area

**SERVICE**
- Technical (preventive and defensive) fire protection
- Structural fire protection
- Stationary extinguishing technology
- Mobile extinguishing technology
- Fire alarm, smoke and gas warning devices
- Smoke and heat exhaust systems
- Smoke protection pressure systems
- Alarm systems
- Security and building management systems

**SELECTION OF EXHIBITORS 2018**
- Apollo Fire Detectors
- El Electronics
- Fire Protection Deutschland GmbH
- IFAM GmbH
- NSC Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
- Pyrexx Technologies GmbH
- Schraner Group
- TAS Telefonbau Arthur Schwabe GmbH & Co. KG
- UTC Fire & Security Deutschland GmbH
- Vanderbilt International GmbH
- Wagner Group GmbH

*Source: 2018, Gelszus Messe-Marktforschung GmbH
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